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ABSTRACT 
Interpolating sequences for the spaces HP@“), 1 sp< 03, nr2, are studied. In contrast to the 
case n = 1, they are not the same for all p, but Varopoulos’ necessary condition for H” inter- 
polation turns out to be necessary for HP interpolation, for any pr 1, and sufficient for the 
sequence to be a finite union of H’ interpolating sequences. Sufficient conditions are given for HP 
interpolation, n >p> n/(n - l), which are intermediary between Varopoulos’ condition and 
Berndtsson’s sufficient condition for Ha@“) interpolation. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
The goal of this paper is to explore the relationships between the inter- 
polating sequences for W’(P), for various p E [l, CO]. In the case n = 1, they 
are all the same, as was proved by Shapiro and Shields [15]. For n > 1, p = 03, 
a necessary condition due to Varopoulos [ 181 and a sufficient condition due to 
Berndtsson [4] are known, and quite distinct. It turns out that Varopoulos’ 
condition is also necessary and sufficient for a sequence to be a finite union of 
HI-interpolating sequences: 
THEOREM 3.6 
Ck (1 - ~u~~“)“~,, is a Carleson measure if and only if {Q} is a finite union 
of H’-interpolating sequences. 
* This research was supported in part by NSF grant # DMS 8503780. 
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Distinct though the Varopoulos and Berndtsson conditions may be, they are 
also formally similar, and the other main result of this paper is that some con- 
ditions which are in some sense “in between” the two will be sufficient to get 
finite unions of HP-interpolating sequences for some of the intermediary p’s. 
THEOREM 3.5 
If 
where 1 /p + 1 /q = 1, then {ak} is a finite union of @-interpolating sequences. 
Much of this paper’s content comes from the author’s Ph. D. dissertation 
[17]. The fact that the Varopoulos condition is necessary for H’ interpolation 
is new (only the case p > 1 was treated in the dissertation; the case p = 1 had been 
proved by Peter Jones, but lost to the remainder of mankind). The proof of 
the splitting lemma necessary to get Theorem 3.5 has been greatly simplified by 
the use of Mills’ Lemma. 
This work was done at UCLA and at the Forschungs Institut fur Mathematik 
of the ETH, Zurich, which I would like to thank for their hospitality and 
support. The help of my advisor, John Garnett, extended well beyond com- 
pletion of my dissertation. I would also like to thank Paul Koosis for pointing 
out Mills’ Lemma to me, and for his hospitality as well. The referee also 
deserves my thanks for his careful checking of my manuscript. 
I. NOTATIONS, DEFINITIONS, PREVIOUS RESULTS 
DEFINITION 
If {ak} is a sequence of points in 
we say that {ak} is an (H”-) interpolating sequence if and only if for any 
(ak,k~Z+}Cd=B1, there exists fcHH”(B”) (i.e. f is holomorphic and 
bounded on B”) so that f(ak) = ak, k E Z, . Function-theoretic arguments show 
that if this is the case, f can be found satisfying the requirement llfjrn I 
s”iiak}llmm 
We shall make use of the following notations: z-ii= Cy=, z+ii, lzj2=z*a. 
~P’{{ak)keZ+: c bkb ->- 
ksZ+ 
Hp(Bn) : = {f holomorphic in BP such that sup,<, lasn If(@)] Pda(<) < co}. 
We call TP the mapping which to f associates {(I- jak(2)“‘pf(ak)}k,z+. 
DEFINITION 
We say that (ak} is an HP-interpolating sequence if and only if the mapping 
Tp, defined on HP, is onto ip (i.e. Tp(Hp) > P). 
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We say that a measure v on B” is a Carleson measure if and only if there 
exists 00 such that 
REMARK 1.1 
p = LcZ (I- lak12)n~o,, where a,, is the point mass at ak, is a Carleson 
measure if’ and only if TP is a bounded linear map from HP(Bn) to Ip 
(Tp(Hp) s Ip). 
(Immediate consequence of [12]). 
We shall make use of the following conditions: 
(Bn) L%4,>0 such that tr’keZ+ C 
(1 - iajl*)(l - lakl*) cM 
11 -Qj*Dk\* - 1 j:j+k 
and 
(Sep) 26i > 0 such that for j f k, 
We shall call separated a sequence satisfying (Sep). 
THEOREM (Carleson [6], resp. Shapiro & Shields [ 151) 
In the case n = 1, {ak} is H”-interpolating (resp. HP interpolating, for some 
p< 00) if and only if both conditions (B,) and (Sep) are verified. 
THEOREM (Berndtsson [4]) 
(B,) and (Sep) are sufficient for {ok} to be H”-interpolating in B”. 
THEOREM (Varopoulos [ 181) 
If {ak} C B” is an Ha-interpolating sequence, then 
(Vn) L’M,>O such that Vkc Z, 
Note the similarity of this condition with (B,): only the exponent has 
changed. This condition is also equivalent to p being a Carleson measure. 
The following result was proved by Eric Amar [3] in a general setting and 
sheds some light on the relationship between H” and HP interpolations: 
PROPOSITION 1.2 
If {ok} is an H”(B”)-interpolating sequence, then for any p> 0, {ak} is an 
HP(Bn)-interpolating sequence. 
D. & E. Amar ([l], [2]) proved that the converse is false, and in fact that for 
any p>O, there exists a sequence {ak} in B” and ap’>p such that {ak} is HP-, 
but not HP’-interpolating. 
While I do not know a proof of the intuitive conjecture that HP inter- 
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polation implies HP’ interpolation for p>p’, it is easy to show that H’ inter- 
polation is implied by all the others: 
LEMMA 1.3 
Let {ak} CB” be HP(B”)-interpolating, for some p> 1. Then {ak} CB” is 
H’(B”)-interpolating. 
PROOF. Since 
Il~~jk~jeZ+lll~= 1 F’kEZ+s 
we have functions Fk E EP(B”), 11 FJ HPsM, such that 
(l-(~il*)~‘PF,(~j)=~j~. 
Set 
Then Tl(Gk) = {ajk}jeZ+ , and 
(1 %I( H’ = j IGkk)lddZ) 
JB” 




JB” 11 -Z*akk(*"' 
j h(z)lpd~(z) 
as” > 9 
where 1 /p + 1 /q = 1. Then use: 
LEMMA 1.4 ([Id], PrOpOSitiOn 1.4.10 p. 17) 
For any o>n, aEB”, 
The above product then can be estimated by: 
c(1 - (&12)n+n’P(1 - l&12)“‘q-2nh&ckf. 
Given any sequence {ok} E I’, we get an Hi interpolating function by setting 
G= C, okGk, which concludes the proof of Lemma 1.3. 
II. NECESSARY CONDITIONS 
We start with an easy result: 
LEMMA 2.1 
If, for some p> 0, {ak} is an Hp(B”)-interpolating sequence, then {ok} is 
separated. 
PROOF. By the definition of HP interpolating sequences, given k, there must 
exist a function f such that llf[H~lM and f&)=(1 - Iak12)-n’p, f@)=O for 
all j#k. 
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Without loss of generality, we may assume 
a~=(a,O, -*,O), CrEB’. 
Then let 
P,={z:lzl-aJ<6(1-Ja)*), i )z~)*<6(1+/*)}. 
ix2 
For some small 6>0, 
sup JfJICM(1 -Ju,J*)-(n’p) 
e3 
Applying the Schwarz Lemma (see Stein [la], Section 12), we find 6’~ 6 such 
that f satisfies appropriate gradient estimates on Pat. For d&a,, z) < 6’/CoM, 
z E PSI and we have 
If(z) -fWI 5 3. 
Sincef(aj)=O, dH(Uj,ak)Zd’/CoM>O, q.e.d. 
The next result will show that, in the case pr 1 as well, Varopoulos’ con- 
dition is necessary for HP@“)-interpolation: 
THEOREM 2.2 
If s = {ok} is HP@“)-interpolating, for some p? 1, then 
is a Carleson measure. 
(In terser terms, if T,(Hp) > Ip, then T,(Hp) 5 Ip!). 
Observe that, if we write the Varopoulos condition as 
no exponent smaller than n will give a necessary condition, by Berndtsson’s 
sharpness result for H” [4] and Proposition 1.2. 
Theorem 2.2 can be reduced to the case p= 1 with the help of Lemma 1.3. 
A proof for the case p> 1 was contained in the papers of Carleson-Garnett [7] 
and Garnett [S] (with a better exposition available in Garnett [9]), for the real- 
variable case. The case p= 1 is due to Peter Jones (1979?), and was recon- 
structed with his help, for want of any extant written version. 
PRELIMINARY CONSTRUCTIONS 
We must first provide an appropriate analogue to dyadic intervals in R. 
Recall that Koranyi balls are defined on aB” by 
K(r,r)={zEaB”:(l-zZ’r(It) 
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where <EM”, t>O, a(K(5;r))ar”, where Q is 2n - l-dimensional Lebesgue 
measure on CIB”. (Some authors call Q&r) what we would call K(&r’), 
because only 11 -z. c11’2 satisfies the triangle inequality - see [14], p. 66). 
To have a convenient coordinate system, we transport the problem to the 
Siegel upper-half-space, 
9’={a=(a’,a’)~CxC”-‘such that Im a1>Ia’12} 








If we denote 
where u > 0, t E R, and let a-B (resp. a’./?) denote the usual Hermitian product 
in C” (resp. C”- ‘), a computation shows that, for a, b E B”, 
a = @(a), /3= G(b) = (0 + iw + i 1/3’12, /3’), 
1 -a-6= (a,+i~8,mi) [la’-p’12+U+w+i(f--0)1. 
To avoid complications, and make sure that c-i I la’ + iI SC for some 
constant c, we shall restrict attention to points a, b in some fixed neighborhood 
of 1 (so that a,/3 will be close to 0). If Ibl = 1 (i.e. w =0), let 
K(/3,r): =@(K(b,r))={a~a~:~l-aab~2sr2}. 
This inequality is always satisfied if 
max 
2rjsn-1 
(IRe <a’-jI’)l’, IIm (aj-&12, It- ~11)s &. 
On the other hand, if ae Q(K), then 
max (IRe (aj-@)12,11m (aj-/?j)12,1t-oj)sT. 
2sjsn- I 
Let q=2R-1, where R is a positive integer, and A =22RL, where L is a 
positive integer; consider the following subsets of M’= R x CR-‘: for m E 2, , 
n=(nO,n’,..., A2n-2)EZ2n-‘, 
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DA, m and 4, m are commensurate to the image of a Koranyi ball of “radius” 
A -2m. More precisely, let EA,, = @-‘(DA,,), Ei,m= @-‘(Di,,); let PA,, be the 
common center of DA,, and Di,m, and Y~,~= @-‘(fA,,). 
The above calculations show that, in the neighborhood where we are 
working: 
LEMMA 2.3 
For q=2 R-’ large enough, there are positive constants Ci, 1 I is5 such that 
WA, ms ~1 A -2m)CE;,mCK(~A,m,C2A-2m)S 
F K(YA, m, c3A -2m)CEA,mCK(~A,m,C4A-2m), 
and moreover, for any 4’ E Ei,,, 
K(~,c,A-~~)CK(~A,~,C~A -2m)~En,m. 
PROOF. We just apply the triangle inequality. 
From now on, q will be fixed and such that Lemma 2.3 applies. For (A,m) 
such that E,,,CNo, a certain neighborhood of 1 in aB”, the sets 
T,(E.i,m) = 
EEL,, 
for 0 5 1~ 4RL = 2 log, A, form a partition of a neighborhood No of 1 in B”. 
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This will be enough for our purposes, since aB” can be covered by the 
images of N, under a finite set of rotations, so that we can reduce ourselves to 
the case where scNo (a finite sum of Carleson measures will be Carleson, and 
we drop at most a finite set of points by disregarding those which are too far 
from aB”). 
LEMMA 2.4 
Given s a separated sequence in &, with separation constant 6, given an 
integer A = 22LR, L 11, s can be subdivided into N=N@, A) disjoint subse- 
quences, S= UE, si, SO that if aj, ake$, ajE T(Ei’): = T,ci)(&Yiuhmo)) for some 
a(j)EZ2n-‘, m(j)EZ+; and for j#k, Ej+Ek then either EjnEk=O, EjCEk 
Or EkCEja 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.4 
Observe that each T,(Ei,,) contains at most a finite number (depending on 
A and 6) of the disjoint hyperbolic balls around each point of the sequence. 
Split s into s;.-.sh, such that # {sffl T,(Ei,,)} I 1. 
Next, split into 4RL subsequences so that 1 can be taken as constant for each 
of them. 
To eliminate the overlaps between the Ej’S, subdivide sh into {s~,~~ 
~(Z%+r)~“-i} such that if ajEst, A”u)=<“(mod 2q+ l), 01u12n-2. NOW 
if aj, ak E s[ and mu) = m(k), we have DAcix mCiJ n&(k), m(k) = 0. 
In the case where, say, m(k) > mu), and &(iLmU)n+k),,@) #0, one corner 
of Q(j), m(j) must be in &(k),rn(k), i.e. there is o E (0, 1}2”-’ such that 
Iz “( k)A - m(k) ~(~“(j)+(2q+l)o”)A-m~)~(A”(k)+2q+1)A-m(k) 
for lIo12n-2, 
and 
nO( - 2mW) ~(A0(j)+(2q+l)wo)A-2m~)~(10(k)+2q+1)A-2m(k! 
Equivalently, 
A”(k)s(A”O’)+(2q+ l)o”)Am’k’-mCi)~(~U(k)+2q+ 1) 
for lIo12n-2, 
and 
A”(k)s(A0(j)+(2q+ l)o”)A2’“‘k’-mCi))~(A.o(k)+2q+ 1). 
Now notice that A = ( - l)=(mod 2q + 1) = l(mod 2q + l), so that 
(n”(j) + (2q+ l)cc,“)Am(k)-mCi)=IZ”~)lm(k)-mO’)(mod 2q + 1) = 
= A”(k)(mod 2q + l), 
so that (A “(J) + (2q + l)o’)A m(k)-mU) must be equal to either the right- or left- 
hand side. Similarly for A’g’), so that, according to the value of o and 
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whether equality holds on the right or left, Dl(k),m(k)CDAG),m(j) or they are 
disjoint: the same relationship must hold for Ej, Ek, q.e.d. 
It will be enough to prove that each of the subsequences si gives rise to a 
Carleson measure, again because we can add up Carleson measures. We need 
to introduce the concept of generations (Garnett, [9], 0 VII.3). 
GENERATIONS 
Given a point aj, define the first generation 
Gl(aj)=(ak, k#j:EkCEj and there is no k’#k, j such that EkCEk’CEj), 
and inductively 
Gp+I(aj)= U Gd4. (1 EGJ(ll) 
If we denote 




The relevance of generations to Carleson measures is manifest in the following: 
LEMMA 2.5 (Garnett) 
,u is a Carleson measure if and only if there exist an integer p. and ao> 0 
such that for all j, 
PROOF. Notice that o(Ek)= (1 - Iak/2)n, then follow the proof given e.g. in 
[9], pp. 417-418. The Carleson norm will depend only onp,, do, and A. 
The main step of the proof of the theorem will be: 
PROPOSITION 2.6 
There exists cg< QO such that given any .so, if we construct subsequences and 
generations as in the “Preliminary Constructions” above with A =A(eO)> 
> 1 /so, and if there exists ajO E Si, So > 0 and NE Z, verifying 
NrN(eO)=C,, A; and ~o~<o(~O)=A(~O)~4nN~~~~<A~4C~A6”’~~, 
and 
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where generations are constructed from sj, then there exist nonnegative 
coefficients {yk} such that: 
IIPajo- F Y/c~u~IIBMO~~~~O(~- lapel’)-” 
and 
yk#O If and only rf ak E Gi(aj,), i<N. 
c6 and C,, are absolute constants, depending only on the dimension. P, stands 
for the Poisson-Szego kernel, 
For any function f holomorphic in B” for which the integral makes sense, 
in particular JaBm P,(&lo(c) = 1. BMO is the space of functions of bounded 
mean oscillation defined from the Koranyi balls, see [13] or [19] for more 
details about it. 
CONCLUSION OFTHE PROOFOFTHEOREM 2.2 (Assuming Proposition 2.6) 
Let {ok} be H’(B”)-interpolating. Then for any point ajo in the sequence, 
there is a function f such that 
f(ak)=(l- Iaj,,12>-“~jok and Ilfll~~~M. 
Pick so< 1/c6M, and choose A =A(.sO). Suppose, to get a contradiction, that 
pusi s not a Carleson measure, for some isN. By 2.5, this means that, given 
any 6> 0 and p integer, there exists ajOESi such that 
4~,(ajJ) z(l - 4dEjJ- 
Take 61Bo(co), pz N(sO), so that Proposition 2.6 applies to G = Pujo- 
- Ck &Pa,. Since Pa is a reproducing kernel for W’, 
,k fG =f(ajo) - F Ykfhk) = (1 - /ajo/*) -“. 
On the other hand 
I ,in @I-( I~~I~~WI~EMO 
IMC6&0(1- lajo12)-n 
< (1 - lajJ*) -n, 
so we get a contradiction. 
Notice that the only property of analytic functions that we have used here 
was the reproducing property of the Poisson-&ego kernel. The result then goes 
over to sequences which are interpolating for the much larger class of J4- 
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harmonic functions, i.e. those functions which are the Poisson-Szego integral 
of their boundary values, see [14] for a precise definition and more properties. 
We shall call “A-harmonic .Xp-interpolating” a sequence of points such that 
the mapping Tp, defined on the space tip of AZ-harmonic functions which 
satisfy the same Lp condition on the growth of integrals on spheres as the HP 
functions, is onto ip. 
Then Theorem 2.2 holds for tip-interpolation; for p> 1, it requires an inde- 
pendent proof, following Garnett [S] - essentially, we prove an approximate 
dependency property similar to Proposition 2.5, but in L’ norm, then we inter- 
polate between L’ and BMO to get any q< 00, where p and q are conjugate 
exponents. 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.6 
First we want to reduce ourselves to the simpler case Se = 0 by “covering the 
holes” in our Nth generation, the “last” and therefore the one with the 
smallest II. Those holes make up the set E = Ejo \ UN. We can write E = U j Ij, 
where the 4 are sets of the E,,,, type, selected so that the union is disjoint. The 
following lemma is proved for the real variable case in [lo, Lemma 2.2, p. 3791, 
and goes over to our situation with no difficulty: 
LEMMA 2.7 
If a(E)<60a(Ejo), with S0 as in Proposition 2.6, i.e. &<&(E~) = 
=A(&()) - 4nN@o), then there exists sets Ik,j= EA(k,j),m(k,j) SO that 
(1) ‘k,jCEjov 
(2) zt),j=zj, 
(3) Uj zk,jCUjlk+l,j~ and 
(4) For any Koranyi ball K, 
c a(lk, j) 5 cc(K). 
k,j:Ik,,cK 
Condition (4), the main point of the Lemma, is a Carleson measure con- 





then C (1 - lb, j /‘)a, j is a Carleson measure. 
We now form new’generations from the sequence i: =sU{b,,}; since for 
any c E E there are now N distinct points b,j S O  that c E Ik, j, all those [ find 
themselves in U,,, as well, and U,, = Q0 for any n = 1, . . . . N. Then the hypo- 
theses of Proposition 2.6 are verified with 6=0, and we have: 
LEMMA 2.8 (Main Lemma) 
We are still assuming A TA(E,J. There exist an absolute constant c such 
that, if, as in Proposition 2.6, there exists Uj, and N?N(ec) such that 
4udajJ) 2 a(EjJ 
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then there exist nonnegative coefficients yk, pk,j such that 
IIPq,- C YkPo,- 5 ~k,jPbk,jIlmsC&o(l - lad2)-“* 
k 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.6 (assuming the Main Lemma) 
From the above, and the fact that for any f, llfllBMo~211f~oD, we get 
lIPa,,- ; ~kp~~l~~M~~2CE~(1-l~~12)-“+ II 5 ~k,jPbL,IIBMO* 
The argument will be complete with 
LEMMA 2.9 
There exists an absolute constant c such that 
II Fj Bk.jpb~,jllBMO~cEO(1-Ila~/2)-“~ 
the familiar Garnett-Jonesian proof of which is deferred until the pk,j are 
better specified. 
PROOF OF THE MAIN LEMMA 
We shall make use of renormalized Poisson-Szego kernels: 
DEFINITION 
For any [EBB”, let 
Note that 
LEMMA 2.10 
pA,,, has the following properties: 
o,l) sup pA,$(Afi- l)-% 
as” \ 4. m 
For any zeaB” \ E*,,, 
W) Pa,, 5 (1 - (A&) - ‘)-4n 
( 
I ly-~~~~nl)2n, 
There exists c,>O such that 
cP3) inf pA,,,2c7Am6”. 
4, m 
For y E aB”, 
@4) 
r1/2 
osc Pm~C (l-la~,,l)l”’ 
W. I) 
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In the special case where O<r<+jl -~.d*,,,), 
osc pJ+C 
K(Y, ~1 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.10 
(~1) & (~2): By Lemma 2.3, we have 
11 -Z*CI**,ml >c,A -2m 
so that 
11 --Z.d~,ml% 11 -Z*a~,,l”2-(1 - IQ~,ml)1’2 
2p--Z.a*I,ml l/2( l - ( c5;::+2)“2) 
211 -z*a*&,l”2(1 -(Ati)-‘), 
which proves (~2). Likewise, 
11 --z$J’21(1 - la,m1)“2(Afi- l), 
which proves (~1). 
(~3): On Q,,, 
I~-z~~~~,~~~‘~I(~-“~A-~+~+~)A-~, 
so that 
(~4) & (~5): Take cl, c2 E aB”, and assume 11 - <t a @*,,I I ) 1 - C2*iil$. Then, 
using the triangle inequality and some algebra, 
Now suppose that [t, c2 E K(y, r). (~4) is immediate. (~5) follows from the fact 
that, under the assumption, I 1 - C . agm( can be estimated by I 1 - ye iiA,mJ for 
i= 1,2. 
(~6) is obvious. 
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En,,, < EAs,,#o or 
m=m’ and I<A’ 
where 1,1’ are compared using lexicographical order on coordinates. 
The sets E,,, will be denoted by Ik, where k is an order-preserving indexing. 
The sets En,,, = Ik corresponding to points of the sequence will be denoted 
by Qk. “Corresponding to a point of the sequence” means that there is a 
sequence point ak E T(Qk) : = T,(E&. 
For notational convenience, let e1 = E,,( 1 - JaO12) -“. We define inductively a 
subset X of the index set, and functions 
@k=&l C Pj9 
jcX 
jsk 
where Pi : =paj. (In other words, if k~s, @k= @k- r + &rpk, otherwise, @k = 
=@k-1). 
We shall say that k~% if and only if: 
(i) Ik = Qk corresponds to a point of $, and 
(ii) for all k’ (I k) such that Ik’Z I,, then (comparison of averages) 
We sometimes write “Ik E 35/” or “Qk E *” instead of “kc S”. JV iS a subset 
of 31c*, the family of all 1, which satisfy (ii), the comparison of averages 
property. 
Let 
&w=&l c Pk. 
k.zX 
The main lemma reduces to: 
LEMMA 2.11 
There is a universal constant c such that 
Having defined the Yk (by Yk% or pk,jPbkej=&rPk or 0), we are now in a 
position to give the: 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.9 
We shall imitate a proof given in [lo, lemma 2.1, p. 3791; the only wrinkle 
is that our pk are not compactly supported (they just decrease fast enough). 




v/= c Pkpbk=&I c Pk, 
k keX 
where the sum is only taken over those points corresponding to the sets 4.k 
which were added to our original sequence to form the augmented sequence 3. 
Given a Koranyi ball K=K(y, r), let 
w= w(l)+ y/(*Lq c Pk+&l c Pk. 
k:dQr)=oW) k:o(Qk)<oW) 
It will be enough to bound 
where oscK I#‘) is the oscillation of I#‘) over the set K. 
osc ly”‘I&~ 1 osc pk. 
K k:o(QdroW) K 
Since we are restricted to the set &, 
wa, m) =m, @A - 2mn, 
where f(l, m) differs little from a constant cs. Let M be an integer such that an 
E,,, approximates the size of K(y, r), i.e. the unique integer satisfying: 
(c8)l/2”~ -*(m+l)<rI(C8)1/*nA -*ma 
Then 
osc @I E, 
K 2, ( c 
osc pk + . 
k:dK(K,Qk)s A-tn’ K 
c osc pk 
k:dK(K.Qk)>cA-tn’ K > 
r~(Qk)nA-‘“‘~ c,(Q~)EA-~~‘” 
The first sum only has a finite number of k for each M’. Using (p4) in the 
first sum and (~5) in the second, we get: 
OF lpI&, c ( 
+2 
m,sm (2-l- IA -*(m’+l))l/* + 
+ c 
(2 -/A -2(m’+ 1))h 




The last sum is dominated by a Riemann sum for the function g(c)= 
= 11 -[.jp45 so can be estimated with the help of Lemma 1.4: 
Cr”* aBn,Ki A-2m,) g(~)da(~)~Cr1’2(A-2m’)-1’2 = Cr”*A”‘. 
Finally, for m’= m, m - 1, and c&&C, Qk)scA -2m’, we should use the ap- 




so that the whole series sums to 
c+ Cy’*Am-‘rl’*+ cr”2Am.5 c 3 
i.e. osc, y/(‘)l C&t. 
On the other hand, 
L (ip)ldUl&, kz~cx j P&7+&1 c ! P&a, 
K k:d~(Qk.~)~r K 
where R: =K(y, Cr), C large enough to ensure that all terms fall under either 
of the two cases (e.g. C= 10). 
To deal with the second term, note that 
1 
c j P&s 
a(K) k:d/dQk.y)zr K 
c SUP Pk 
k:dAQk,y)tr K 
SC c 
(l - bk/)*” 
k:ddQksy)~r 11 - )hikl*” 
SC c c 
(2 -9 - 2(m’+ 192n 
m’2m+l k:il-y.,?kl>r 11 -ydk,1*” * 
r,(8) P A - 2m’n 
Again, we have Riemann sums, this time for g(c) = 11 - [. 11 -2n, and we can 
estimate by 
(A - 2rn’) - “(2 -l/j - 2(m’+ 192n 
=r -n -21n 
r” 
2 A -2nm’-4n 




Finally, the terms involving QkCR will be the only ones where we make use 
of (4) in Lemma 2.7. For such k, we can only use the rough estimate: 
1 
j pkdc7I l PkdOI - 
IIPL7,ILw 
I CA -“a(&). 
K aP 
so 
This concludes the proof of Lemma 2.9. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.11 
The following preliminary result will ensure that all the pk that contribute to 
Go0 do correspond to points of our augmented sequence: 
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LEMMA 2.12 
If Qk E G, (the last generation), then k $ 3l. 
PROOF. Suppose Qk E Xfl GP. This means that we have 
Q&Q& *** C&-&No 
where Qki E GPFi, and kie X, since by definition of X all the sets from the 
previous generations containing Qk must be in 3 too. Hence 
P-1 
(#k-l)Q,=l c @k,)Q+%@ -” 
i=O 
by (~3). But kEX also implies that 
22”(1 - la012)-“r(P~~)Qk>(~k-1)Q~, 
thus 
22n~7- ‘A 6n 22nA 6n 




for C,>22n/c7 (recall that e1 =eO(l - Jao12)-“). 
Getting back to the proof of Lemma 2.11, we place ourselves at a point c on 
the sphere at which we estimate PII, - @, . Let Q = EA,, be the unique set in 
GN so that [E Q. Let 
Z(O): = Q$Z(“$ . . . sZ(‘)$ . . . 
where I(‘) = EA m _, for some A, (we think of I(‘+‘) as lying “above” I(‘)). We 
know that Z(‘&X by Lemma 2.12. If there were no sets “above” Z(O) in 3V, 
then we would get QoeX, thus (@o)Qo=O~(Puo)Q,,, which is absurd. 
Define then 
a=max {Z:Z~‘~~~*}coo. 
(This set is not empty, otherwise we would have Z(O) E X, so in fact (~11). 
For /?> a, we must have I@) E X. Let Zca) = Zj; by definition, 
(@j - 1 )I, 2 (pao)I, + 
LEMMA 2.13 
There exists an absolute constant c so that 
(@j - 1 )I, 5 (p&, + C&I . 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.13 
Let Zk = I((‘+ ‘I> Zj; mk = “lj- 1. By definition of Zj, Zk E *, thus: 
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For kr ,<j, we must have either ml= mj or mf = mj - 1. Now 
El ,,,c_,, mp, c “y cPI)~&lt 
.I / 1:m,=mj , 
as in the proof of Lemma 2.9, in the estimation of j~~/‘~)~da. The same holds 
for C,:m,=m,-, . 
On the other hand, 
(~k-l)IjI(~k-l)l,+OSC (h-1) 
Ik 
-w7JIk+~l c osc PI 
I<k lk 
w170)~+osc (e70)+&l c osc PI* 
4 I<k lk 
The last sum can be estimated like oscK @) in the proof of Lemma 2.9. 
osc (~,,)~C(1+zo~2)-~ oscp,~c(1-lae12)-“A-m’IC&, 
G c 
when mkl 1, because A > l/&e (the case mk =0 would be trivial anyway). 
This concludes the proof; a consequence of it (together with the above 
remark) is that 




Pi(C) + or <@j- 119 
I 
iEX 
and OSC~ (@j-r) can be estimated just like osclx (&-r), above. 
LEMMA 2.14 
C SUP (pi)5 C & I  * 
isj+l Ij 
isx 
Note that in this sum Qin4=0, since 
$@X and IiGIi*Ii$X. 
As before, let 4 be the set with the same center as 4 and scaled up by C. 
C sup (Pi)= C s”P(Pi)+. C SUP @i)=S[+S*[. 
izj+l Ij QirJ\l, Ij QJlI;=@ Ij 
ieX X3iaj+l Xsizj+l 
SII can be dealt with in the same way we disposed of the second term in 
~I~#~‘lda in Lemma 2.9. 
The following will be helpful in estimating S,, i.e. those sets in the sum 
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(with index in X) which are “close neighbors” of Zj without being included 
in Zj itself: 
LEMMA 2.15 
If Qk,EX and Qk,~J\$, then 
&I ,,z,, @i)Qk,, s c&l - 
jejv 
PROOF. 
&l j<Ek, @i)Qk,=(db&,- I)Qk,,-(@j- I)Qk,, 
jejv 
5 (pq,)Qko - <@j - I )I, + Or @j- I 
I 
because k0 ES implies that (eke- 1)Q,, < (pao)Qk,, 
s (pq)I, - <@j- 1 )lj + OSC tpfJ + OSC @j- 1 s C&l 3 
4 I, 
by Lemma 2.13 and because by the same arguments as above, 
OSC @ji-lSC&I, OSC (PQ)SC&~* 
4 4 
q.e.d. 
To finish the proof of Lemma 2.11 in the case where [EE’~, thus [ is in 
some Zj, let k0 = k,,(c) be an index in S such that 
11 -C&J = E$ 11 -C.&l. 
QkG$\Ij 
LEMMA 2.16 
There exists an absolute constant C such that for any k, j < k < k,, 
Pk(O = a.Pd, * 
PROOF. It will be enough to prove that for any ~‘EZ~,, 
11 -~.ir,~‘“rC~l-~%&~i? 
Use of the triangle inequality yields: 
11 -<%?k1”2111 +ifkol”2+ 11 -0ko.f?kkJi’2, 
then, using the triangle inequality again, as well as the fact that [‘EK(u& r) 
and ceK(a& cr) for some c>O, where r=A -2(1 - lakJ2) (see Lemma 2.3 and 
the definition of T,(E)), we get: 




END OF PROOF OF LEMMA 2.14 
Let CE$, and Zre = kc(<) as before. By Lemma 2.16, 
c Pi(Osc C 
is.% j+ ISi<kg ie.&j+lai<ko 
@i)Qk, 
by Lemma 2.15. 
CJYDiBkO pi(c) can be estimated using Riemann sums again; all the terms 
verify 
11-r’(7i11(1-r’dk,11C2-‘A-2mko-2. 
So for fixed mi’mkO we can estimate the sum by 
c (29 -2mi-2)2n 
(2-54 -2w2y ,,~c.(,zc~-‘a-*-“ko mda(~) 
with g(r)= 11 -<.[lP2”, which using Lemma 1.4 leads to 
c(2-‘A - 2m,-2)n(2-IA-2mk,-2)-n=CA-2n(m,-mko). 
Summing this estimate for miz~kO gives a constant, q.e.d. 
To complete the proof of Lemma 2.11, we still need to consider the case of 
CeEj~, thus /l-~.ir,]r~A-~~0. In such a situation, 
p ([)- (1 - l%12)n 
00 - 11 -&%I 
2n 5 C( 1 - lae(Q”(2 -‘Al -2mo-2A2mo)2n I C&l 
for A4”> l/e 
To show tkt &,,([) satisfies an analogous estimate, let [’ be a point in Ejo 
such that 
11 -[.r’l= FEn 11 +gj. 
JO 
Then, for any ke X, a;e Ej,, 
)l-~‘.Irk*~“2~~1-~.~~~‘2+~1-~.(rk*11’2 
1211 -c;.(tk*(“2 
by definition of c’, 
5411 -[.&I? 
Since c’ E aEjo - the boundary of Ejo with respect to aB” - it cannot be in 
the interior of any set Zk, so 
(1 -r’.@l “2rC11 -y9J’2. 
Hence for all kczYl, 
PK) 2 %Ao, 
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which means r#~&~‘)rC@,(<). But, by Lemma 2.11 for Z;‘EE~~, 
@x)‘:e?&~‘)+c~,~ 
and {‘E aEjo implies that PUO(c’) I C&i, so the proof is complete. 
III. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS 
The purpose of this section is to exhibit a few conditions weaker than (B,) 
(but stronger than (V,)) which will be sufficient to obtain W-interpolation for 
certain values of p. Perhaps the simplest of those results is: 
PROPOSITION 3.1 (Berndtsson [S]) 
If { ak} c B” satisfies: 
then {uk} is an H’(B”)-interpolating sequence. 
Note that the hypothesis contains both a global, Carleson-measure type 
condition, and separatedness, since each 
C1 - l”j12)(1 - la/c12) 
11 -Uj’Dk12 ’ 
j+ k, must be smaller than cI’~. 
PROOF. Given s = {Q} E I’, we define g,(s) a function on B” by 
‘%@)(d = c Sk t1 - ‘uk’2)” 
k (1 -Z-iik)2n’ 
8i is an approximate extension, i.e. we have 
ll~il~~~IlH’~~~II~III’~ 
and 
IIT~~:l(s)-sI)r~~c211sII,~, with c2<l. 
If the above is true, then jj7’,& - Ml/,< 1, where 11. IlOp is the operator norm 
from I’ to itself. Thus the series 
Id+ C (T,&Id)k 
ktl 
converges in the operator norm and yields an inverse to T,g,. Then E, = - - 
=E,(T,E,)-‘. 
Now 
SC C IskI by Lemma 1.4, q.e.d. 
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On the other hand, 
SC c Cl- lak12)“(1 - Iaj121n Jskl 
CC c Is,/, q.e.d. 
k 
This naturally raises the question of what happens for p > 1. A partial answer 
is contained in 
PROPOSITION 3.2 
Let {ak)CB”. If, for 1 <p<oo, l/p+ l/q= 1, there exist two constants 
cl, c,>O such that clc2< 1 and 
(1) ,  
vk c Cl- laj 12)““(1 -  /ak(‘)“” (  cq 
j:j+k ~‘--~j’rs,~” - ’ 
(2) ,  
fi c (1 -  lQj12)“‘q(1 -  luk12)n’P ccp 
k:k+j 
then {ok} is ffP-interpolating. 
COROLLARY 3.3 
If there exists a constant co< 1 such that 
(3) V’k, C 
(1 - luj12X1 - lakl*) 
11 -uj’ak12 > 
’ mi” ‘1’~1’q’~2-n~l-(2,~~~ 
co* 
j:j+k 
then { ak} iS W(B”)-interpolating. 
Notice that for pz n or ps n/n - 1, this result becomes vacuous, since (3) 
then becomes stronger than the Berndtsson condition (B,,), and {ok) will have 
the stronger property of being H”-interpolating. Subsequently, this result is 
vacuous for n ~5 2. 
Furthermore, notice that condition (3), as well as the conjunction of (1) and 
(2), are symmetrical in p and q. Thus, while for pr2, those conditions get 
easier to satisfy as p decreases, for 2rpz 1, they become harder to satisfy 
(being symmetrical in p and q), and thus do not fit our intuitive idea of the 
relationship between HP-interpolating sequences for different p. 
The proof of Proposition 3.2 will follow the ideas of Amar [2]. First we 
define, for 1 <PC 00, 
e(p)(z) _ (1 - l%12)“‘q 
Ok - (1 -.?i-&)n 
a holomorphic function on B”. Indeed, we even have eg)E W(B”), and its 
norm will be bounded independently of k, as is easily checked. 
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For s any sequence in lp, let 
Ep(s> = C ske$)(z). 
k 
Since (1- lak12)-“‘qe$) is the Szegii kernel at the point uk, 
by Holder’s inequality. We want to prove that Ep is an approximate extension, 
and its boundedness will follow from 
LEMMA 3.4 
Under the assumption (1) or (2), p = Ck (1 - luk12)na,lr is a Carleson measure 
in B". 
PROOF. As mentioned before, it is enough to show that 
c (I- kJj12X1 - h12) “<c 
i > jl+zi.irk12 - ’ 
with C independent of k. But 
c C1 - l”j12K1 - lak12) nc 1 + 
j ( 11 -Uj'@kl* > - 
+ sup Cl- l~j12)n'p(l - l”k12Y’q c (1-lUj~2)n’q(1-lU~~2)n’P 
’ j, k 11 -Uj*“kl” > j:j+k 11 -Uj’@kl” 
which is easily seen to be bounded under (1). 
gp being bounded, to check whether it is an approximate extension, let us 
compute 
c (l- l”j12)n’q(1 -l”k12Y’P sj 
j:j+k (1 -Uk'~j)" 
I c (1 - lUj12)““(1 - (Uk12)n’P 1’q 
j:jfk 
c (1 - lUj/2)n’q(1 - lUk12)“” 
j:jzk 11 -Uj’akIn 
lSjlp)‘” 
by Holder, 
c (1 - lUj 12)n’q(l - lUk12)n’p 
j:jtk (1 -Uj*n,l” 
lSj/‘)“’ 
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scf C lsjlp C 
(1 - JUj12)““(1 - lUk12)n’P 
j k:kfj I1 -aj*Gk(” 
=fcgl~II$ 
by (2). 
u (TpJyp - W(N II ~~cIc211s[Ip, q.e.d. 
PROOFOFCOROLLARY 3.3 
It is enough to show that (3) implies both (1) and (2). For (l), 
c (1 - lUj(2)“‘q(1 - lak12)n’p 
j:j#k 11 -aj-Cr,J" 
(1 - laj12)4w’~Pl (1 - laj12)(1 - l+l2) 
> 
n min Uh 14) 
“y! 11 -,j.ijky(l-2min U%l/q)) j:?k 11 -aja(rk12 
Note that 
1-2min(+-,+)=~l-~~=If--l-~. 
Since (1 -aj*Cr,( 2 +(I - IQj 12) for all j, k, 
(1 - ~,j(2)w2/P)l 




We estimate (2) by exchanging p and q. Lastly, 
cJc2=co co “p l’q=co< 1, q.e.d. 
A combinatorial lemma will enable us to extend this result to arbitrary values 
of the positive constant on the right-hand side. Let Ajk be non-negative real 
numbers for j, k E Z, , such that A, =A, and A,,=O. Then we have 
MILLSLEMMA (see Hoffman [I I], or [9, p. 4071). If 
sup C Ajk<M<m, 
ksZ+ jsZ+ 
then there is a partition Z, = Si U S2 such that for i = 1,2, then 
SUP C Ajk<M/2. 
keS, js.Sj 
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PROOF. First, we consider the case of a finite number of indexes N. Define a 
function F on 21’, N1 by: 
F(S)= C A,+ C A,, 
W,i)eS2 (k, j) E S” 
where S c [ 1, N] and S’ = [ 1, N] \ S. Let S be such that F(S) is minimal. Then 
for any M E S, let SO = S \ {m}. We have 
O~F(~~O)-F(S)=~( C &n- C &J, 
Thus 
ksS’ keS 
Mr I&,= c Akm+ c &,r2 c A,,. 
k ksS’ kcS kcS 
So we have 
c A,&$ 
keS 
and the same property holds for S’ by symmetry. 
To deal with the general case, recall that 2’+ is a compact set with the 
product topology. For each finite integer N, we get two complementary subsets 
S, and Sk by the above process. The sequence S, must have a limiting value 
S. Using the fact that the series ck Akm converges to a finite sum bounded 
independently of m, and the definition of the product topology, we easily see 
that the subsequences sl,s2 defined from S and Z, \ S verify 
C AkmSt, t?lESi, i=1,2. 
kss, 
Iterating the operation enables us to make A4 arbitrarily small. 
THEOREM 3.5 
If {ak} C B” satisfies 
for some p E [2, n) (resp. 
sup c (l- laj12X1 - lak12) 
k j 11 -aj-i?k12 ’ 
{ak} is a finite union of sequences which are both HP and Hp’p- l-inter- 
polating (resp. H’-interpolating). 
Note that we can drop the separatedness assumption because under those 
conditions the sequence, although not necessarily separated, is a finite union of 
separated sequences. Note as well that we are able to replace the sum over all 
j # k by the sum over all j because the term we have added is equal to 1. 




p is a Carleson measure if and only if {Q} is a finite union of Hr-inter- 
polating sequences. 
That Theorem 3.5 cannot be improved to the full {Q} being interpolating 
even it is separated is suggested by: 
THEOREM 3.7 (Amar [2]) 
For any p > 0, there exist two HP@“)-interpolating sequences sI, s2 such that 
s1 Us, is separated, but not HP@?“)-interpolating (n ~2). 
The examples of non-I-I’-interpolating sequences given by Amar are all 
included in B’ x (0) C B2; being separated, they must, however, satisfy the 
(Zdimensional) Carleson-type condition ( V2) for some (large) constant: thus 
for p = 1, Theorem 3.5 certainly cannot be improved. 
Let us now turn to the case of &-harmonic functions, already alluded to 
above. The next proposition is an easy adaptation of the work of Carleson- 
Garnett [7]: 
PROPOSITION 3.8 
For any p E [ 1,001, there exists c> 0 such that if {Q} C B” satisfies: 
c 
( 
t1 - laj 12X1 - lQk12) 
> 
n 
11 -Uj’Ok12 Icy j:j+k 
then {ak} is an d-harmonic SW-interpolating sequence. 
This stresses the much weaker character of d-harmonic interpolation, 
especially in the bounded case. 
Using Mills’ Lemma and the work done in the previous section, we then get 
the following characterization, which shows that d-harmonic interpolating 
sequences are all the same up to finite union, for 1 sps 00: 
COROLLARY 3.9 
p is a Carleson measure if and only if {+} is a finite union of u/l-harmonic 
JP-interpolating sequences, for some p 15 [ 1,001. 
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